
It is a pleasure to comment on Fritz Machlup’s provocative essay on 
higher education. Sometimes in arguments about educational matters 
it is necessary to pull one’s punches because the  opponent is not used 
%s vigorous intellectual give-and-take.  Since this certainly is not  the 
case for Professor Machlup, I shall state my  critical arguments about 
his essay in unvarnished form. In one way or another, I disagree with 
almost  everything he has to say. My task is to  try and say why, and at 
the same time  to express my  conviction  of the importance od the issues 
he raises and the respect I hold for his defense of his position. 

essay is  organized under arguments of distinct kinds. I begin with 
mantic argument and end with  the moral and social argument. 

When l speak of the argument, I do not mean that there is a single 
argument but rather a duster  of arguments that can be loosely classi- I 

Qied together. 

THE  SEMANTIC  ARGUMENT 

Machlup begins his essay with  attention to the use of the word “uni- 
versal” and with what he considers to be  the corrupt usage found in 
much  of  the educational literature. In  retort, l find his way with words 
far from clean or precise. He says in hi5 first paragraph that  he is “a 
stickler for clean definitions and uncorrupted word meanings . .” Not 
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able, ~ ~ ~ p u ~ 5 ~ ~  character ~f school and the presumed fact that 





man in the street knows about i n t ~ r ~ a t j o ~ a ~  trade (a subject, dor ex- 
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whose citizens are at  the level, at feast, of its mediocre scholars today. 
I can  imagine a society that, in a hundred years, wi l l  be compos 
mainly of citizens  who are the equal of Machlup’s  “well-read 
learned friends.” I see a society based not  just on equal  opportunity 

held in esteem and made part of a better  life  by  nearly all. 
my  vision of what can be-and  indeed of what  probably wil3 
ke far stronger arguments than S have yet heard. 

n equal opportunity realized, a society in which science  an 

NOTES 

1. F. 1. Furnivall, ed., William Harrisofi’s Oescription of England (New 
Shakespeare Society, Series VI, Pt. I, 1877), pp. 77-78. 
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